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Short Description
• An implementation of multi-stage programing in 

Scala, which is lightweight (can be implemented as 
a library), modular (can be extended and 
composed in a flexible way). 

• For multi-stage programming, check: 

• my previous slides, or 

• A Gentle Introduction to Multi-stage Programming 

 We’ll use “LMS” to represent “lightweight modular staging” in the remaining of this slides.

http://tcloud.sjtu.edu.cn/wiki/images/4/42/Exotype.pdf
http://www.cs.rice.edu/~taha/publications/journal/dspg04a.pdf


Introduction
• Let’s start from the classic example: 

	 def power(b: Double, x: Int): Double = 
	 	 if (x == 0) 1.0 else b * power(b, x - 1)	

• Using multi-stage programming enables you to write 
generic code that can be specialized at runtime. 

• Multi-stage programming implementation usually 
involves quotes, escape, evaluations. 

• But in LMS, you only need to…



Introduction

• Let’s start from the classic example: 

	 def power(b: Double, x: Int): Double = 
	 	 if (x == 0) 1.0 else b * power(b, x - 1)	

• But in LMS, you only need: 

	 trait PowerA { this: Arith => 
	 	 def power(b: Rep[Double], x: Int): Rep[Double] =	
	 	 	 if (x == 0) 1.0 else b * power(b, x - 1) }



Characteristics
• binding-times are distinguished only by types. (Rep[T] vs T) 

• given a sufficiently expressive language, the whole framework 
can be implemented as a library. (hence lightweight) 

• using component technology, operations on staged 
expressions, data types to represent them, and optimizations 
(both generic and domain-specific) can be extended and 
composed in a flexible way. (hence modular)  

• if the generator is well-typed so is the generated code. 

…



LMS



LMS

Bad!



LMS

A lot of common sub-expressions! 
and redundant *1.0.

Solution: use graphs instead of strings.



LMS

for common  
sub-expression eliminations.



LMS

Infix operators: you can’t really do this in Scala. 
This is only available in Scala-Virtualized.



LMS

3 * 2 => 6 
x * 1 => x 
1 * x => x



LMS

no common 
sub-expression! 

no redundant 
constant!



LMS
Wait a minute… 

How to compile and run the code?



More Features
• What about side effects and control flow? 

• Scala-Virtualized and monads. 

• What about function and recursion? 

• Higher order abstract syntax. 

…



In Addition…
• This is not based on the standard Scala compiler 

but on Scala-Virtualized, because users are not 
able to overload Scala primitives such as “if”, “for”, 
“val”, etc. 

• It is not really that simple if desiring to implement 
something complicated. See this slides for some 
examples and tutorials. 

• Beyond multi-stage programming: Delite

http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs442/lectures_unrestricted/cs442-lms.pdf


Q&A
Thanks!


